
 

 

 

 

 

  

“I see a city with a strong economy based in innovation, a vibrant arts and cultural scene, clean air, 
affordable/attainable housing for all income levels, a world-class multi-modal transit network and a well-
funded educational system from pre-k through college. I envision a variety of neighborhoods giving 
choices for those who enjoy the vibrancy of downtown as well as the more relaxed environs of outlying 
neighborhoods. 
 
I look forward to working with Downtown Denver to continue to make Denver a great place to live.” 
 
www.kashmannforcouncil6.com  
 

PAUL KASHMANN 
City Council District 6 

Incumbent Paul Kashmann believes he is uniquely positioned for the role because of his depth of knowledge of the 
district. Kashmann is looking forward to addressing issues and staying ahead of challenges with mobility, homelessness 
and affordability and plans to focus on mobility, climate change and environmental issues; and the structure of RNOs and 
how best to support neighborhood groups. 

“I have consistently urged the Mayor to create a separate cabinet-level Department of Mobility to focus solely on the challenges 
of moving people around Denver as efficiently as possible. RTD cannot solve all our problems, but we need better headways. We 
must consider city-operated shuttles like Boulder’s Hop, Skip and Jump, and we must continue to mine private transit services 
like Chariot. We need to dramatically expand our bicycle network. Requiring TDM plans for all new developments will help us plan 
more prudently for how folks will get to and from new projects.” 

 

“Denver’s continuing growth has brought a vibrant economy along with challenges including traffic congestion, a lack of affordable 
housing and increased homeless on our streets. We must facilitate growth in areas that can best accommodate new development 
while increasing our efforts to address those problems. Council and the Mayor need to work together to be sure our plans and 
zoning are ready to direct growth appropriately, and to be sure our city agencies have the resources necessary to meet the 
challenges mentioned above.” 

 

“I believe we need to increase the requirements for green space in all new developments. With the passage of 2A we will have 
additional dollars available to consider purchasing greenspace as available. I would like to see the reworking of the 16th St Mall 
incorporate additional green space.” 

“While Downtown has received great investment and is thriving, we have fallen short in our investment in other parts of town. I 
believe equitable investment citywide will have the best long term result.” 

“Initiative 300 would create far more problems than it would solve. I do not believe it would be protective of the public health. 
The answer to getting people off the streets is to build permanent supportive housing units and to repurpose our shelters to 
better serve couples, families, people with pets, people with health challenges, those who work at night, etc.” 
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